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Workshop Agenda 

What is metadata? 

• Book metadata in product information files
• Book metadata in digital content files
• Book metadata carriers

Who creates and uses metadata? 

• The metadata lifecycle

What makes metadata powerful? 

What are the most important metadata elements? 

• Core metadata elements
• Enhanced metadata elements

Exercises 

• Finding the right information
• Capturing the core metadata elements
• Adding enhanced metadata
• Creating ONIX metadata
• Distributing and updating metadata
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What is metadata?

Metadata describes a product or a piece of content.  It is the 
“language” used to communicate information needed for commerce. 

Complete and accurate product description and the ability to 
efficiently share product and business information electronically are 
essential for e-commerce in every industry. In this respect book 
metadata is unexceptional.  

But every industry has unique aspects that its product metadata, 
business metadata, and metadata carriers attempt to express and 
distribute.  

Book Metadata in Product Information Files 

Book product metadata is shared with trading partners (wholesalers, 
distributors, retailers, and other business partners) apart from (and 
often well in advance of) delivery of the product itself. This metadata 
powers consumer-facing websites as well as driving behind-the-scenes 
bookselling buying and selling activities. 

Product metadata for books includes: 
• Information about book packaging and format — paperback,

hardcover, ebook, audio, etc. 
• Information about the content of book — title, author, summary,

length, etc. 
• Information needed for commerce — price, distribution details,

rights information, etc. 

Book Metadata in Digital Content Files 

Publishing in digital formats provides ways to embed metadata into 
the actual content files. The reader views file metadata as “title,” 
“author,” and other information about the title they’ve downloaded. 
Reading devices also use file-level metadata for the information 
displayed on their “bookshelves.”   

Including full and accurate metadata within ebook and other digital 
files is important but does not replace the need for ebook product 
files. At least not yet! 
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Book Metadata Carriers 

Metadata is not the same as the metadata carrier. 

Traditional print book catalogs “carry” metadata in a way that can be 
shared with and understood by potential buyers. But 21st century 
bookselling also requires electronic metadata distribution, receipt, 
processing for web display and use in internal systems. The industry 
developed standards for the transmission and receipt of metadata. The 
carrier is not the metadata. Metadata is what’s contained in these files. 

Product files 

The international standard for sending and receiving book product 
metadata is ONIX for Books. These files are distributed independently 
of print and digital product distribution. The metadata generally 
originates with the publisher and is shared with trading partners.  

Metadata files usually contain multiple product records—one for each 
title. When received by partners, they are used to populate the sellers’ 
websites and to drive behind-the-scenes transactions related to buying 
and selling. This is what you see when searching or browsing on 
bookseller websites. 

Digital content files 

This metadata is created as part of digital book production or 
conversion, and is distributed as part of product (ebook) distribution. 
File-level metadata does not replace the product metadata used for 
book description, search, and commerce on bookseller websites. 

EPUB is the free, open standard maintained by the International Digital 
Publishing Forum (IDPF). EPUB 3 offers expanded options for 
metadata. Google Play, iBooks, NOOK® and many other reading 
systems work with EPUB documents. Other devices, such as Amazon’s 
Kindle, do not but they do have options for some metadata to be 
carried along with the content.  
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Metadata Standards, Best Practices, and Controlled 
Vocabulary 

In a sense, publishing metadata is the language used to communicate 
information about books. Languages have shared rules for style and 
grammar—so does book metadata.  

Languages define shared meaning for words and concepts – so does 
book metadata. 

Most of the style rules for entering metadata in free text fields are the 
same as standard rules for capitalization, punctuation, etc. Some 
involve capturing information exactly the way it appears in the book.  

Others involve translating information into standardized codes or 
controlled vocabularies so that there can be no misunderstanding 
when the metadata is received, interpreted, and displayed. This also 
allows more consistent indexing, sorting, and user display in the online 
environment.  

Common examples of codes and controlled vocabulary are: 
• ISO country codes (the international standard for communicating

geographic information) 
• ONIX code lists for contributor roles (author, editor, etc.)
• ONIX code lists for product type (hardcover, paperback, ebook,

etc.)
• BISAC Subject Headings—a controlled vocabulary for subjects

Industry-approved rules and standards for creating and carrying 
metadata allow multiple trading partners and systems to send, receive, 
and correctly interpret metadata. They make it easier for systems to 
“talk” to each other.   
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Standards and Best Practices Organizations 

Following are the major national and international organizations that 
contribute to publishing industry metadata standards and best 
practices in the U.S. Information on how to access the organizations’ 
resources is provided in Selected References at the end of the guide. 

EDItEUR: An international not-for-profit organization based in the UK. 
EDItEUR administers the ONIX (Online Information Exchange) family of 
standards.  

International ISBN Agency: Located in the UK and managed by 
EDItEUR, the IIA promotes, coordinates, and supervises the worldwide 
use of the ISBN system. 

ISO: Based in Geneva, Switzerland, ISO members develop and publish 
international standards covering most aspects of technology and 
manufacturing. 

National Information Standards Organization (NISO): NISO is a 
member of and is accredited by the U.S. ISO representative 
organization, ANSI. The organization is focused on standards that 
promote effective interchange of information. 

Book Industry Study Group (BISG): BISG is a national, not-for-profit 
trade organization focused on book industry standards, best practices, 
and research. 

International Digital Publishing Forum (IDPF): IDPF is a global trade 
and standards organization centered on electronic publishing. The 
major IDPF standard is EPUB, now in version EPUB 3.0.
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Who creates and uses metadata? 
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What makes metadata powerful? 

Powerful metadata provides a rich description of the product and 
meets business needs. 

• It includes what the potential reader wants to know and what
publishers and trading partners need to know for effective
bookselling and business intelligence.

• It supports sales tracking and market analysis as well providing
the basis for a compelling search and discovery experience for
the consumer.

• It supports direct search by including full and accurate metadata.

• It supports recommendation algorithms and website sort options
by including full and accurate information about subject, age
level, and other data points. These metadata elements are used
by booksellers to expose users to titles that meet their search or
browsing criteria (children’s titles, mysteries, new or forthcoming
titles, etc.) or titles that are like other titles the user has searched
or ordered.

• It supports discovery, engagement, user evaluation, and sales by
including content-rich information about the title and the author.

• It extends interest and sales through the timely addition of post
publication information such as awards, reviews, author tours
and other important marketing points.

• It is integrated into publishing workflows, print and digital.

• It is created, formatted, and distributed in keeping with industry
best practices and standards so that metadata receivers can
make the best use of it in their internal systems and end-user
bookselling platforms.



Metadata in Publishing Workflow
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Metadata, Search Engines, and Search Engine Optimization 

Almost all of the essential metadata elements contribute to search 
engine optimization. It’s important to distinguish between bookseller 
search engines, such as Barnes & Noble and Amazon, and general web 
search engines such as Google, Yahoo, and Bing. 

Bookseller Search Engines 
Search engines used by bookseller sites are directed specifically at the 
seller’s database of information about books. Publishers contribute 
directly to this data through product data feeds to sellers. Publisher 
metadata is stored and indexed within the seller’s system and is the 
basis for its functions. 

General Search Engines 
Major search engines search the entire web, including bookselling 
sites. The completeness and quality of metadata sent to bookseller 
sites contributes to search results on general search engines. 

Search Engine Optimization 
It’s not possible to control booksellers’ proprietary search engine 
algorithms or bookseller techniques to optimize retrieval of data on 
their site by general search engines. Search engines rank and display 
search results based on algorithms designed to determine which sites 
and pages are most relevant to the user’s search.  

Attempts to game the system by keyword stuffing and other tricks 
have been largely discredited. These are usually detected and 
punished by search engines.  

The common thinking today is that good descriptive metadata content 
is also the best way to optimize for search. Attention to key-words and 
phrases is still important, but marketing content should not be written 
just around keywords or phrases, but with the intended audience in 
mind, considering the most compelling way to describe the book.  

Make sure that metadata distributed to all trading partners is as rich, 
accurate, and complete as possible. Sales ranking and other factors not 
directly related to book metadata certainly play a big part but there 
will be no sales ranking if a book isn’t found and sold. While there’s no 
guarantee that complete metadata will result in a book’s discovery, the 
absence of metadata will definitely guarantee its obscurity.  
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What are the most important metadata elements? 

Core Metadata Elements 

The following core metadata elements are from the Book Industry 
Study Group (BISG) Best Practices document. They are recommended 

for all titles and are mandatory for BISG Certification.  

Identifier 

Product Form/Format 

Title (Including Subtitle when applicable) 

Contributor(s)  (Note: A “no contributor” code must be supplied when no 
contributor is present) 

Language of Product Content 

Extent – Page count, Running time, etc. 

Subject 

Intended Audience 

Textual Description of Product 

Publisher/Imprint/Brand Name 

Publisher Status Code 

Publication Date 

Return Code (Usually only applicable to physical products) 

Publisher’s Proprietary Discount Code 

Product Availability Code 

Price 

Digital image of Product 

Territorial Rights 
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Core Plus Metadata Elements 

The following elements are highly recommended when applicable. They are 
mandatory if applicable for BISG Certification 

Mandatory for all products, if applicable 

Edition 

Country of Publication 

Series/Set (Including Volume or Part number if applicable) 

Strict on Sale Date 

Age Range (for juvenile and young adult products) 

Distributor/Vendor of Record 

Related Products 

Mandatory for physical products, if applicable 

Bar Code Indicator 

Country of Manufacture 

Case pack/Carton Quantity 

Number of Pieces (If applicable) 

Mandatory for digital products, if applicable 

DRM/Usage constraints 

Software/Hardware requirements 
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Enhanced Metadata 

The following elements are optional but are strongly recommended. 
Content rich metadata elements such as biographies and reviews help 

hold the reader on product page and contribute to the decision to 
select a title. These elements also give more data points for search and 

discovery. 

All formats 

Author/Contributor Biography 

Illustration Details 

Book Excerpt 

Prizes and Awards 

Reviews 

Original Publication Date 

Reading Level (for juvenile titles) 

Grade Level (for juvenile titles) 
Keywords 

Digital formats 

Digital Product Form (EPUB, Mobi, etc.) 

Digital Product Description 

Word Count 
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File-Level Metadata for Digital Products 

Although this workshop does not specifically cover digital file-level 
metadata, this list is included for reference.  

The following metadata components can be included in EPUB (and 
Mobi) files. EPUB 3 allows for even more metadata. Elements marked 

with an asterisk are considered to be important and are recommended 
for inclusion in every ebook file.  

Title * 

Creator * 

File Name * 

Identifier/ISBN * 

Publisher * 

Descriptions 

Reviews 

Copyright 

Publication Data 

Language * 

Contributor 

Subject(s) 

Type * 

Format * 

Source 

Relation 

Coverage 

Rights 
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Creating Powerful Metadata 

Step 1—Find the right information 

Where do I get the information? 

Title, author, and publisher may appear multiple places in the book —
cover, spine, and title page, for example. Rules for creating metadata 
tell you the primary source for data elements. 

• The title page is the preferred source for title, subtitle, and
author/contributor(s)

• The title page verso (Copyright Page) is the preferred source for
publication information: publisher, imprint, publication date,
copyright date, place of publication, place of manufacture, etc.

What about pre-publication titles? The book is still in process. 

• It’s important to obtain an ISBN (this process requires metadata)
and distribute information about the book as far in advance as
possible.

• Build metadata activities into your editorial and production
processes. Capturing, and storing complete and accurate
information throughout the publication process makes
distributing and updating metadata much easier.

• Metadata will evolve. Send frequent updates to trading partners,
especially regarding title changes, publication date, strict on sale
date, and price.

• Make sure different formats (paperback, hardcover, audio,
digital) of the title have consistent metadata relating to the
content of the book.

• Once the title is ready for final production, make sure the
metadata matches the final version of the title.

• Make sure to add and distribute relevant post publication
metadata: reviews, awards, etc.
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Exercises 

Step 2—Capture Core Metadata elements 
Step 3—Add Enhanced Metadata elements 
Using the separate copied material from actual books and the forms 
provided, we will analyze the material to capture the Core, Core Plus, 
and Enhanced metadata elements that describe the book’s content 
and format.  

Use the book example pages to fill as many of the elements on the 
form as possible. Hang onto the form. We’ll enter the metadata into 
the ONIXEDIT system later and we’ll also deal with the mandatory 
commerce-related metadata elements listed on the next page. 

Step 4—Enter metadata into the ONIXEDIT system 
Go to se.onixedit.com 
Enter your email address and password to access ONIXEDIT 

We’ll take a look at some existing records and then instruct you on 
entering your own. We’ll enter the information for Commerce elements 
included on your Exercise forms in addition to the metadata you’ve 
already captured. 

Step 5—Validate records and transform them to ONIX 
ONIXEDIT has built in validation tools to check records against fields 
required in ONIX and Core Metadata Elements required for BISG 
Certification. 

After records pass validation, we’ll export them to ONIX format and 
look at some examples to see how the metadata looks in ONIX. 

We won’t be able to do Steps 4-6 today, but they are the next steps in 
the real world process. 

Step 5: Distribute metadata.  
Make sure you understand the needs of the trading partners receiving 
the metadata.  

Step 6: Check metadata on consumer sites and send 
updates to your partners as needed 

Step 7: Add relevant post publication as needed 
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Selected References 
All are free and available from the organizations’ websites 

Book Industry Study Group (BISG) www.bisg.org 
• “Standards & Best Practices | Product Metadata Best Practices |

Book Industry Study Group.” Book Industry Study Group.  

• BISAC Subject Headings, 2012 Edition

• BISG Policy Statement – 1101: Best Practices for Identifying
Digital Products.” Book Industry Study Group.

• “BISG Policy Statement – 1201: Endorsement of EPUB 3.” Book
Industry Study Group.

• EPUB 3.0 Support Grid | Book Industry Study Group.” Book
Industry Study Group.

EDItEUR - www.editeur.org 
• ONIX for Books Release 3.0 Downloads
• 
• “ONIX for Books Implementation and Best Practice Guide”

International ISBN Agency www.isbn-international.org 
• “ISBN Users Manual.” International ISBN Agency.

• “Guidelines for the assignment of ISBN to ebooks and ‘apps’.”
International ISBN Agency.

International Digital Publishing Forum (IDPF) www.idpf.org 
• “EPUB Publications 3.0.” International Digital Publishing Forum |

Trade and Standards Organization for the Digital Publishing 
Industry.  

Standards and Practices are very consistent across the U.S., the UK and 
Canada, but the following organizations serve UK and Canadian 

publishing. 
Canadian Standards and Best Practices: BookNet Canada 
www.booknetcanada.ca 

UK Standards and Best Practices Book Industry 
Communication (BIC) www.bic.org.uk 



About the Presenter 

Renee Register specializes in the development of metadata 
management practices to optimize content discovery, internal 
operations, and business intelligence. She is the co-author of The 
Metadata Handbook and founder of DataCurate, a company focused on 
supporting publishers and libraries in the development of 21st century 
data policies, practices, and systems designed to connect readers to 
content.  

She has over 20 years' experience in building and growing innovative 
metadata systems, products, and services, including ten years with 
Ingram Book Group and six years with OCLC, a global library 
cooperative. 
www.datacurate.com 

About ONIXEDIT 

ONIXEDIT is a dependable, high-performing, and easy-to-use program 
for title management that will allow you to maintain bibliographical, 
commercial, and promotional information about your books and 
ebooks and to transmit this information quickly to your business 
partners. With ONIXEDIT, you will be compatible with the major world 
standard of book metadata and you can validate your information in 
conformity with the ONIX (2.1 and 3.0) norms in real time, without 
having to worry about the complexities of these norms or of XML. 

With ONIXEDIT you can: 

• Create, Open, Edit ONIX files easily.
• Import/Export ONIX files to and from Excel.
• Find and fix conformity issues following best practices.
• Be compatible with the key players of the new publishing supply

network.
• Efficiently share Metadata and your media files with your

partners.
• Sell more books with enhanced Metadata.
• And more.

Visit the ONIXEDIT web site to get your free trial today. 
www.onixedit.com 
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The Metadata Handbook
A Book Publisher’s Guide to Creating and Distributing Metadata for Print and Ebooks



The Metadata Handbook covers:
・ How metadata for books operates in the real world
・ Metadata fundamentals and the history of metadata for books
・ Metadata standards and best practices
・ Essential metadata elements for print and ebooks
・ The basics of ONIX for Books, including ONIX 3.0
・ The basics of EPUB 3 metadata options

Plus:
・ A comprehensive glossary of industry and technical terms
・ Annotated directories of vendors and industry organizations
・ An extensive bibliography and access to industry documents

“We know that good metadata helps sell 
books; this Handbook tells you how to make 

good metadata a regular practice.”

“The Metadata Handbook is a thorough consideration 
of where we are with regard to book metadata and 
discovery, and where we need to go ... It's essential 
documentation for publishing today. I really love it."

“The Metadata Handbook is an indispensable 
resource for the Metadata Millennium (aka, now)."

Handbook
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Covers ONIX 3.0 & EPUB 3

Renée Register & Thad McIlroy

A Book Publisher’s Guide to Creating and 
Distributing Metadata for Print and Ebooks

A one-stop guide for publishers —
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Available Now in Paperback, PDF, EPUB, and Kindle formats.
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Bill Kasdorf
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